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The True Tale of the Monster Billy Dean Almond, David 9780670919062 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Billy Deane is the child of an illicit relationship. He is born on the very day that terrorists attack his town, and 
the fact that he survives and flourishes persuades his father that he is a special child with special gifts. Even 
so, Billy's birth can't be made public, and he spends his chidhood in a single room, dreaming of other worlds, 
occasionally visited at night by his father. When the visits come to a sudden end, his mother decides it's time 
for Billy to come out into the world, helped by a couple of friendly townspeople, and soon he finds that his 
s pposed gifts bring him a certain celebrit B t his father hasn't gone for good and there's a terrible

I Know Why the Caged Birds Sing Angelou, Maya 9780435124274 £6.50 Heinemann 16+

1930s America teaches her that black is ugly; that the sexual abuse she suffers is her fault.  It is only in her 
teens that Marguerite emerges from the private world of muteness into which she has withdrawn and 
confronts the prejudice around her.

Blind Assassin, the Atwood, Margaret 9781860498800 £8.99 Virago 16+

Conjuring a world of prosperity and misery, marriage and loneliness, the central enigma of Iris's tale is the 
death of her sister, Laura Chase, who "drove a car off a bridge" at the end of the Second World War. 
Suicide or accident?

Mansfield Park Austen, Jane 9780140620665 £2.00 Penguin Classics 16+

Fanny Price is unlike any of Austen's previous heroines, a girl from a poor family brought up in a splendid 
country house and possessed of a vast reserve of moral fortitude and imperturbability.

Pride and Prejudice Austen, Jane 9780140620221 £2.50 Penguin Classics 16+

When Elizabeth Bennet first meets eligible bachelor Fitzwilliam Darcy, she thinks him arrogant and 
conceited; he is indifferent to her good looks and lively mind.

Sense and Sensibility Austen, Jane 747524467 £3.99 Bloomsbury 16+

Emma Thompson has written a screen adaption of Jane Austen's romantic satire of the mores and morals of 
early 19th-century England. In these diaries, she recounts the daily joys and despairs of working on this film 
as writer and star, with actors Hugh Grant, Kate Winslet and Alan Rickman.

Algebraist Banks, Iain 9781841492292 £7.99 Orbit 16+

Fassin Taak has to travel again amongst the Dwellers. He is in search of a secret hidden for half a billion 
years. But with each day that passes a war draws closer - a war that threatens to overwhelm everything and 
everyone he's ever known.

Complicity Banks, Iain 349105715 £7.99 Abacus 16+

Cameron Colley is a journalist on an Edinburgh paper, totally into his job, a computer game called Despot 
and an intermittently sado-masochistic love affair. He is on the brink of uncovering the grandfather of all 
conspiracies.

History Boys Bennet, Alan 9780571224647 £8.99 Faber & Faber 16+

An unruly bunch of bright, funny sixth-form boys in pursuit of sex, sport and a place at university. A maverick 
English teacher at odds with the young and shrewd supply teacher. A headmaster obsessed with results; a 
history teacher who thinks he's a fool.
In Alan Bennett's new play, staff room rivalry and the anarchy of adolescence provoke insistent questions 
about history and how you teach it; about education and its purpose.
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Stuff of Nightmares, The Blackman, Malorie 9780552554633 £6.99 Corgi 16+

Kyle has always been afraid of things, especially dying. But when he gets on the train that is taking him and 
his class on a school trip, he has no idea how close to Death he is going to come.

Angels and Demons Brown, Dan 9780552159708 £7.99 Corgi 16+

Cern Institute, Switzerland: a world renowned scientist is found brutally murdered with a mysterious symbol 
seared into his chest.

Da Vinci Code, The Brown, Dan 552149519 £6.99 Corgi 16+

Robert Langdon, Harvard Professor of symbology, receives an urgent late-night call while in Paris: the 
curator of the Louvre has been murdered. Alongside the body is a series of baffling ciphers.

Deception Point Brown, Dan 9780552151764 £7.99 Corgi 16+

Rachel is barely on speaking terms with her father, believing him to be totally corrupt, but is still worried she 
is being used by the President when he asks her to verify an amazing find by NASA

Clockwork Orange, A Burgess, Anthony 9780141182605 £8.99 Penguin Classics 16+

In this nightmare vision of a not-too-distant future, fifteen-year-old Alex and his three friends rob, rape, torture 
and murder - for fun. Alex is jailed for his vicious crimes and the State undertakes to reform him - but how 
and at what cost?

Junk Burgess, Melvin 141305576 £4.99 Penguin 16+

Tar loves Gemma, but Gemma doesn’t want to be tied down not to anyone or anything. Gemma wants to fly. 
But no one can fly for ever. One day, somehow, finally, you have to come down.

The Hit Burgess, Melvin 9781908435330 £7.99 Chicken House 16+

A new drug is out. Everyone is talking about it. Death. Take it, and you have one amazing week to live. It's 
the ultimate high. At the ultimate price. Adam is tempted. Life is rubbish; his girlfriend's over him, his brother's 
gone. So what's he got to lose? Everything as it turns out. It's up to his girlfriend, Lizzie to show him. Purple 
and red cover available.

Bloody Chamber, and Other Stories Carter, Angela 9780099529590 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Warning contains sex scenes.
Angela Carter gives her own particlar twist of sexual unease to the vivid, cruel world of the Fairy story.

Hand of the Devil, the Carter, Dean-
Vincent 9780370328836 £10.99 Bodley Head 16+

Ashley Reeves's life is in danger . . . and Mather is not his only enemy . . . Both gruesome and compelling, 
chilling and page-turning, this much-anticipated thriller from Dean Vincent Carter will delight older readers.
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Hunting Season, the Carter, Dean-
Vincent 9780552552981 £5.99 Corgi 16+

Eight years ago, the Austrian emergency services were called to the scene of a bizarre car accident. Eight 
years ago two mangled bodies were found in the snow not far from the vehicle, clawed and chewed, it 
seemed, by some ferocious animal.

Just Jealous Cassidy, Anne 9781407104041 £5.99 Scholastic 16+

Elise has a crush. She's been infatuated with her best friend, Carl, for as long as she can remember. When 
he starts dating an American girl who's just arrived at their school, Elise thinks it will just be a short fling.

VIII Castor, Harriet 9781848774995 £10.99 Templar 16+

VIII is the story of Hal: a young, handsome, gifted warrior, who believes he has been chosen to lead his 
people. But he is plagued by the ghosts of his family's violent past and, once he rises to power, he turns to 
murder and rapacious cruelty. He is Henry VIII. The Tudors have always captured the popular imagination, 
but in VIII, Henry is presented fresh for a new generation. H M Castor does for Henry what Hilary Mantel did 
for Thomas Cromwell - VIII is Wolf Hall for the teen and crossover market.

Postcards from no man's Land Chambers, Aidan 9781862302846 £6.99 Definitions 16+

Separated by 50 years one story tells of the passionate love between a Dutch woman and, a wounded 
English soldier. The other story finds the English soldier's grandson visiting Amsterdam for the 
commemoration of The Battle of Arnhem.

Jack Reacher 11 - Bad Luck and Trouble Child, Lee 9780553818109 £6.99 Bantam Books 16+

You do not mess with Jack Reacher. He is as close to untraceable as a person can get. A loner comfortable 
in his anonymity and solitude. So when a member of his old Army unit finds a way to contact him, he knows 
this has to be serious. You do not mess with the Special Investigators. In the past the elite team always 
watched each other's backs. Now one of them has shown up dead in the California desert and six more are 
missing.  Reacher's old buddies are in big trouble, and he can't let that go.

Jack Reacher 12 - Nothing to Lose Child, Lee 9780553824414 £7.99 Bantam Books 16+

From Hope to Despair. Between two small towns in Colorado, nothing but twelve miles of empty road. All 
Jack Reacher wants is a cup of coffee.What he gets are four redneck deputies, a vagrancy charge and a trip 
back to the line.  But Reacher is a big man, and he's in shape. No job, no address, no baggage. Nothing, 
except bloody-minded curiosity.  What are the secrets the locals seem so determined to hide?

Jack Reacher 13 - Gone Tomorrow Child, Lee 9780553824698 £7.99 Bantam Books 16+

Suicide bombers are easy to spot. They give out all kinds of tell-tale signs.There are twelve things to look 
for.No one who has worked in law enforcement will ever forget them. New York City.The subway, two o'clock 
in the morning. Jack Reacher studies his fellow passengers.Four are OK.The fifth isn't.
The train brakes for Grand Central Station. Will Reacher intervene, and save lives? Or is he wrong?Will his 
intervention cost lives - including his own?

Jack Reacher 20 - Make Me Child, Lee 9780857502681 £7.99 Bantam Books 16+

Jack Reacher has no place to go, and all the time in the world to get there, so a remote railroad stop on the 
prairie with the curious name of Mother's Rest seems perfect for an aimless one-day stopover.   He expects 
to find a lonely pioneer tombstone in  a sea of nearly-ripe wheat . . . but instead there is a woman waiting for 
a missing colleague, a cryptic note about two hundred deaths, and a small town full vof silent, watchful 
people                    'Breathless & bloody' - Evening Standard

Keep Smiling Church, Charlotte 9780752893396 £6.99 Orion 16+

Charlotte Church burst onto the music scene when she was only 12 years old. She went straight to the top of 
the charts with VOICE OF AN ANGEL and sang for the Pope, the US President and royalty across the 
world.
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Tales of Terror and Mystery Conan Doyle, Sir 
Arthur 9788184560480 £9.71 Tutis Digital 16+

"Aeroplaning has been with us now for more than twenty years, and one might well ask: Why should this peril 
be only revealing itself in our day? The answer is obvious."

S.O.S Connolly, Joseph 9780571204441 £5.99 Faber & Faber 16+

Amidst the seething melting pot of 1,600 passengers on the Atlantic cruise ship Transylvania are David and 
Nicole. Nicole and her two teenage children, Rollo and Marianne, are keen - but not David, or his mistress, 
Trish.

All That Remains - Book 3 Cornwell, Patricia 9780751501100 £5.99 Warner 16+

When the bodies of young courting couples start turning up in remote woodlands areas, Dr Kay Scarpetta's 
task as Chief Medical Examiner is made more difficult by the effects of the elements. Eight times she must 
write that the cause of death is undetermined.
But when the latest girl goes missing turns out to be the daughter of one of the most powerful women in 
America, Kay finds herself prey to political pressure and press harassment.
As she starts to in estigate she finds that ital e idence is being ithheld from her or e en faked And all

Scarpetta                      (graphic 
sex/violence) Cornwell, Patricia 9780751538755 £7:55 Sphere 16+

Leaving behind her forensic pathology practice in South Carolina.Kay Scarpetta takes up an assignment in 
New york Cuty, where the NYPD has asked her to examine an injured patient in a psychiatric ward. The 
handcuffed and chained patient eventually begins to talk  and the story he has to tell turns out to be one of 
the most bizarre she has ever heard. he says his injuries were sustained in the course of a murder     that he 
did not commit!!

Cracking the Da Vinci Code Cox, Simon 9781843171034 £6.99 Michael O'Mara 16+

This is the first non-fiction companion to Dan Brown's mega-selling novel "The Da Vinci Code". Its simple A-
Z format tells you everything you need to know about the facts behind the fiction, and reveals the latest 
theories about the secret society

Shock Wave (Dirk Pitt Adventures) Cussler, Clive 9780671000301 £4.99 Non Basic Stock 
Line 16+

Evil multi megalomaniac billionaire plotting a monopoly and at the same time threatening to cause untold 
mayhem and human catastrophe. Enter the hero Dirk Pitt to save the day - or will he?

Captain Corelli’s Mandolin De Bernières, 
Louis 749397543 £7.99 Vintage 16+

When the local doctor’s daughter’s letters to her fiancé a member of the underground go unanswered, the 
working of the eternal triangle seems inevitable. But can this fragile love survive.

Cold Moon, The Deaver, Jeffery 9780340833834 £6.99 Hodder 16+

A young man is found dead in lower Manhattan, the first in a series of victims of a ruthless killer calling 
himself the Watchmaker. His obsession with time drives the Watchmaker to plan the murders with the 
precision of fine timepieces.

Revolution Donnelly, Jennifer 9781408801512 £6.99 Bloomsbury 16+

Andi lives in New York and is dealing with the emotional turmoil of her younger brother's accidental death. 
Alex lives in Paris and is a companion to the dauphin, the young son of Marie-Antoinette and Louis XVI, 
during the violent days of the French Revolution. When Andi is sent to Paris to get her out of the trouble 
she's so easily enveloped by in New York, their two stories collide, and Andi finds a way to reconcile herself 
not only to her past but also to her future This is a heart-wrenchingly beautiful evocative portrait of lives torn
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World's Wife, The Duffy, Carol Ann 9780330372220 £8.99 Picador 16+

This book contains poetry chosen by Carol Ann Duffy from her previous volumes Standing Female Nude, 
Selling Manhattan, The Other Country, Mean Time and her forthcoming The World's Wife.

Man in the Iron Mask Dumas, Alexandre 9781840224351 £6.99 Wordsworth 16+

For years a young man known only as Philippe has languished in the Bastille, ignorant of the crime for which 
he has been condemned, until a visitor reveals the circumstances of his imprisonment.

Lake of Dreams, The Edwards, Kim 9780670920259 £7.99 Viking 16+

Ten years ago, traumatized by her father's death, Lucy left her home and her country. Now, she returns to 
her family's rambling lakeside home to lay old ghosts to rest.
Sleepless one night, Lucy makes a momentous discovery. Locked in a moonlit window seat is a collection of 
family heirlooms - objects whose secrets no one was ever supposed to find. Piecing together her family's 
true history, she realises that the story she has always been told was a fiction . . .

Follow You Home Edwards, M 9781503944374 Thomas & Mercer 16+

It was supposed to be the trip of a lifetime, a final adventure before settling down. But after a perfect start, an 
encounter with a young couple on a night train forces Daniel and Laura to cut their dream trip short and flee 
home.

Silas Marner Elliot, George 9781591940487 £5.99 Townsend 16+

Tells the story of the unjustly exiled Silas Marner - a handloom linen weaver of Raveloe in the agricultural 
heartland of England - and how he is restored to life by the unlikely means of the orphan child Eppie.

High Society Elton, Ben 552999954 £6.99 Black Swan 16+

The war on drugs has been lost for want of courage to admit that the world is becoming a vast criminal 
network. From pop stars and princes to crack whores and street kids, we are all partners in crime.

Past Mortem Elton, Ben 9780552771238 £6.99 Black Swan 16+

This book starts with a policeman investigating a nasty and rather odd murder while also reminisc  ing about 
his schooldays and deciding to sign up on Friends Reunited. A heart stopping thriller that deals with adult 
only subjects.

Birdsong Faulks, Sebastian 99387913 £7.99 Vintage 16+

Amiens 1910, Stephen Wraysford is studying the textile trade. Stephen and his host’s wife, are immediately 
aware of a bond. The Somme 1916, Stephen is in the British Army, France has become a bloody battlefield. 
Contains sex scenes.

Bridget Jones Book 1 - Bridget Jones’ 
Diary Fielding, Helen 330332775 £6.99 Picador 16+

A dazzling urban satire of modern human relations? An ironic, tragic insight into the demise of the nuclear 
family? Or the confused ramblings of a p****d thirty something?
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Bridget Jones Book 2 - The Edge of 
Reason Fielding, Helen   033043358X £7.99 Picador 16+

Lurching through a morass of self-help book theories and mad advice from Jude and Shazzer, struggling 
with a boyfriend-stealing ex-friend, and an 8ft hole in the living-room wall. Bridget embarks on spiritual 
epiphany.

The Woman in the Window Finn, A J 9780008234157 £12.99 Harper Collins 16+

It’s been ten months since Anna  last left her home, during which she has haunted the rooms of her old New 
York house like a ghost, too terrified to step outside. Anna’s lifeline to the real world is her window, where 
she sits day after day, watching her neighbours. When the Russells move in, Anna is instantly drawn to 
them. A picture-perfect family, they are an echo of the life that was once hers. But one evening, a frenzied 
scream rips across the silence, and Anna witnesses something no one was supposed to see. 

Born Wild: A Story of One Man's Passion 
for Lions and for Africa Fitzjohn, Tony 9780141048567 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Tony tells of his twenty years in Kenya with George Adamson of Born Free fame - a time of discovery, 
isolation and frequent danger living far from civilisation.

Gone Girl Flynn, Gillian 9780753827666 £8.99 W & N 16+

Who are you? What have we done to each other? These are the questions Nick Dunne finds himself asking 
on the morning of his wedding anniversary, when his wife Amy suddenly disappears. The police suspect 
Nick. Amy's friends reveal that she was afraid of him, she kept secrets from him. He swears it isn't true. 

Drowning Pond, the Forde, Catherine 9781405221764 £4.99 Egmont 16+

You're the least popular girl in school, and the glossy friends who were briefly interested are bored. And you'll 
do anything to keep them. Nicky finds picking on the new girl is easy: everyone thinks she's weird anyway.

Killing Me Softly French, Nicci 140275290 £6.99 Penguin 16+

Alice Loudon seems to have everything: close friends, a loving boyfriend, a successful career. Then one day 
she meets a stranger while crossing the street and - impulsively, immediately - abandons her old, safe life for 
a passionate affair.

Secret Smile French, Nicci 9780141006512 £6.99 Penguin 16+

You meet a man -You have an affair - You finish it and you think it's over - You're dead wrong - It's only just 
beginning ... Miranda Cotton thinks she's put boyfriend Brendan out of her life for good.

Beach, The Garland, Alex 140258418 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Richard, a rootless traveller rambling around Thailand on his way somewhere else, is given a hand-drawn 
map by a madman who calls himself Daffy Duck. He and two French travellers set out on a journey to find 
this paradise.

My Legendary Girlfriend Gayle, Mike 9780340718162 £6.99 Hodder 16+

A weekend in the life of teacher Will Kelly, still in love with The One and desperately searching for An-Other 
One, and his discovery that with a phone call friends can lift you from the depths of depression or muck up 
your entire weekend.
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Demon Assassin the Gibbons, Alan 9781842551806 £6.99 Orion 16+

The Demon Assassin is the second part in a series of four books following the story of Paul Rector and his 
fight against the demon brotherhood. Paul travels to 1941 in a bid to try and stop his ancestor Harry Rector 
from assassinating Churchill

Scared to Death Gibbons, Alan 9781842556665 £4.99 Orion 16+

When Paul meets Redman he begins a hell raising journey to the city's slums in the realm of jack the ripper 
and into the horror of hell's underground.

Ruby Red Glass, Linzi 9780141320939 £5.99 Penguin 16+

In Ruby Winters' world, colour opens some doors and slams others shut. Her opulent Johannesburg 
neighbourhood is a far cry from the streets of Soweto where anger and hatred simmer under the surface.

Memoirs Of A Geisha Golden, Arthur 9780099498186 £6.99 Vintage 16+

A seductive and evocative epic on an intimate scale, that tells the extraordinary story of a geisha girl. 
Summoning up more than twenty years of Japan's most dramatic history, it uncovers a hidden world of 
eroticism and enchantment, exploitation and degradation. From a small fishing village in 1929, the tale 
moves to the glamorous and decadent heart of Kyoto in the 1930s, where a young peasant girl is sold as 
servant and apprentice to a renowned geisha house

Alphabet Series - M is for Malice Grafton, Sue 9781250006486 £4.97 St. Martin's 16+

M' is for Malek family: four sons now nearing middle age who stand to inherit a fortune – four men with very 
different temperaments and needs, linked only by blood and money. Eighteen years ago, one of them – 
angry, troubled and in trouble – went missing.

Alphabet Series - P is for Peril Grafton, Sue 9781447212379 £7.99 pan macmillan 16+

It is now nine weeks since Dr Dowan Purcell vanished without trace. The sixty-nine-year-old doctor had said 
goodnight to his colleagues at the Pacific Meadows nursing home, had climbed into his car and driven away 
– never to be seen again.

A Strange Disappearance Green, Anna 
Katharine 9781406893557 £5.90 Echo ibrary 16+

First published 1880. Author was one of America's first writers of detective fiction.

Babyville Green, Jane 140295933 £7.99 Penguin 16+

To have a baby or not to have a baby, that is the question. Julia, Maeve and Sam are pondering the pros 
and cons of procreation; the effect that it could have on their careers, partners and lives.
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Paper Towns Green, John 9781408806593 £6.99 Bloomsbury 16+

Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff 
of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-
night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow.

Brighton Rock Greene, Graham 9780099478478 £7.99 Vintage 16+

Gripping, terrifying, an unputdownable read - Greene's iconic tale of the razor-wielding Pinkie

Brethren Grisham, John 9780099280255 £6.99 Arrow 16+

Trumble, a minimum security federal prison, home to the usual criminals--drug dealers, bank robbers, 
embezzlers, tax evaders, two Wall Street crooks, one doctor, at least four lawyers. And three former judges 
who call themselves The Brethren:

Broker, The Grisham, John 99457164 £6.99 Arrow 16+

In his final hours in the Oval Office the outgoing President grants a controversial last minute pardon to Joel 
Backman, a notorious Washington power broker who has spent the last six years hidden away in a federal 
prison.

Testament, The Grisham, John 9780099245025 £6.99 Arrow 16+

Troy Phelan is a self-made billionaire, one of the richest men in the United States. He is also eccentric, 
confined to a wheelchair, and looking for a way to die. His heirs are circling like vultures...

Codex Grossman, Lev 99491222 £6.99 Arrow  16+

About to depart on his first vacation in years, Edward Wozny, a hot-shot young banker, is sent to help one of 
his firm's most important and mysterious clients.

Go-Between Hartley, L. P 9780141187785 £8.99 Penguin Classics 16+

When one long, hot summer, young Leo is staying with a school-friend at Brandham Hall, he begins to act as 
a messenger between Ted, the farmer, and Marian, the beautiful young woman up at the hall.

The Girl On The Train Hawkins, Paula 9780857522313 £12.99 Trans World Book 16+

Rachel catches the same commuter train ecery morning. She knows it will wait at the same signal each time, 
overlooking a row of back gardens.  She's even started to feel like she knows the people who live in one of 
the houses. Their life - as she sees it - is perfect. If only Rachel could be that happy.  UNTIL TODAY....and 
then she sees something shocking. Now everything's changed. Now Rachel has a chance to become part of 
the lives she's only seen from afar.

About a boy Hornby, Nick 9780141007335 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Will doesn't want children and can't see why everyone keeps recommending them, but he likes single 
mothers. As a result he gets involved in a single parents' group and invents a two year old son whose 
absence needs constant explanations.
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A Thousand Splendid Suns Hosseini, Khaled 9780747582793 £16.99 Bloomsbury 16+

This is a book that shows the evil and good of human beings through the experiences of its main two 
characters, Mariam and Laila in war torn Afghanistan.

New Introduction to Biology, A Indge, Bill 9780340781678 £13.99 Hodder 16+

Print Point size N20 only.

WBD Boy in the Smoke Johnson, M 9781471403224 £1.00 Hot Key 16+

On a cold night, Stephen Dene went to the Eton boathouse to perform a desperate act. But someone 
stopped him along the way, sending his life in a new and decidedly strange direction--leading him to London, 
to two new friends, and to a world of shadows and mystery.

Best of Friends Kelly, Cathy 7154046 £6.99 Harper Collins 16+

Good times or bad, friends are always there. In the town of Dunmore, four women understand what 
friendship really means. Drawn together in their sadness, the four women realise that life is for living, and 
they need to grab it with both hands.

Ross Kemp on Afghanistan Kemp, Ross 9780141040882 £8.99 Penguin 16+

Ross Kemp trains with the First Battalion Royal Anglians in England’s subzero temperatures, practicing firing 
SA 80 rifles and .50 calibre machine guns, getting to know the soldiers and learning the tactics they use to 
stay alive.

Flowers For Algernon Keyes, Daniel 9780575079205 £7.99 Gollancz 16+

Charlie Gordon, IQ 68, is a floor sweeper, and the gentle butt of everyone's jokes, until an experiment in the 
enhancement of human intelligence turns him into a genius.

Anybody Out There? Keyes, Marion 9780141019376 £7.99 Penguin 16+

‘I had to go back to New York and try to find him. There was a chance he mightn’t be there but I had to give it 
a go because there was one thing I was certain of: he wasn’t here.’ Anna Walsh is officially a wreck. She’s 
covered in bandages

Further Under the Duvet Keyes, Marion 9780141021232 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Places like the Irish air-guitar championships, a shopping trip to Bloomingdales with a difference and Cannes 
with a chronic case of Villa-itis. Along the way you'll encounter knicker-politics, fake tans, sticky-out ears and 
passionate love affairs

The Brightest Star in the Sky Keyes, Marion 9780141028675 £7.99 Penguin 16+

And into the busy, bustling homes at 66 Star Street slips, unseen, a mysterious visitor. As the couples, 
flatmates and repentant singletons of No 66 fall in and out of love, clutch at and drop secrets, laugh, cry and 
simply try to live, no one suspects the visitor patiently waiting in the wings. For soon, really very soon, 
everything is going to change . . .
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This Charming Man Keyes, Marion 9780718149123 £7.99 Michael Joseph 16+

Lola has just found out that her boyfriend charismatic politician Paddy de Courcy is getting married. To 
someone else. Heartbroken, Lola flees the city for a cottage by the sea. Contains reference of a sexual 
nature.

Under The Duvet Keyes, Marion 9780141007472 £6.99 Penguin 16+

Setting the record straight about her life as a novelist (less glitz and glamour than sitting alone in a darkened 
bedroom with a laptop in front of her) Marian Keyes presents a selection of her articles

Mr Mercedes King, Stephen 9781444788648 £7.99 Hodder 16+

A cat-and-mouse suspense thriller featuring Bill Hodges, a retired cop who is tormented by 'the Mercedes 
massacre', a case he never solved. Brady Hartsfield, perpetrator of that notorious crime, has sent Hodges a 
taunting letter. Now he's preparing to kill again. Each starts to close in on the other in a mega-stakes race 
against time.

Complete Stalky and Co. Kipling, Rudyard 9780192838599 £8.99 OUP 16+

The stories are based on Kipling's own school, the United Services College at Westward Ho! in Devon, 
which prepared boys destined for the army or for colonial service; Kipling himself appears as the subordinate 
character, Beetle.

The Buddha and the Terrorist: The Story 
of Angulimala Kumar, Satish 9781903998632 £4.95 Green Books 16+

This revised edition includes a new Prologue, 'Talking to Terrorists', in which Satish Kumar discusses how 
we can best deal with the phenomenon of international terrorism.

In Darkness Lake, Nick 9781408819951 £7.99 Bloomsbury 16+

In the aftermath of the Haitian earthquake, a boy is trapped beneath the rubble of a ruined hospital, thirsty, 
terrified and alone. Shorty is a child of the slums, a teenage boy who has seen enough violence to last a 
lifetime, and who has been inexorably drawn into the world of the gangsters who rule Site Solèy; men who 
dole out money with one hand and death with the other.

Butter Lange, Erin 9780571294404 £6.99 Faber & Faber 16+

Isolated and bullied at school, with a dysfunctional family life and weighing over 400 lbs, 'Butter' as he is 
nicknamed by his high school classmates, feels he has little left to live for. His love for music has lost its 
shine, and even his online chats with Anna, the girl of his dreams, have to be carried out under a false 
persona. Butter makes up his mind life is no longer worth living but decides to go out with a bang, 
announcing that he plans to eat himself to death live on the internet on December 31st.

Millennium Trilogy Book 1 - Girl With The 
Dragon Tattoo Larsson, Stieg 9781847245458 £7.99 Quercus 16+

Forty years ago, Harriet Vanger disappeared from a family gathering on the island owned and inhabited by 
the powerful Vanger clan. Her body was never found, yet her uncle is convinced it was murder

Millennium Trilogy Book 2 - The Girl Who 
Played with Fire Larsson, Stieg 9781906694180 £7.99 Quercus 16+

Two Millennium journalists about to expose the truth about sex trafficking in Sweden are murdered, and 
Salander's prints are on the weapon. Her history of unpredictable and vengeful behaviour makes her an 
official danger to society
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Millennium Trilogy Book 3 - The Girl Who 
Kicked the Hornets' Nest Larsson, Stieg 9781849162746 £7.99 Quercus 16+

A young girl lies in a hospital room, her tattooed body very close to death -- there is a bullet lodged in her 
brain. Several rooms away is the man who tried to kill her, his own body grievously wounded from axe blows

Carmilla Le Fanu, Sheridan 9780809510832 £5.99 Prime Classics 
Library 16+

A carriage accident outside Laura's home unexpectedly brings a girl of Laura's age into the family's care. Her 
name is Carmilla. Carmilla sometimes makes unsettling romantic advances towards Laura.

Everybody Jam Lewis, Ali 9781849392488 £6.99 Andersen Press 16+

'Everybody jam' is outback slang for apricot jam - because everybody likes it. But not everything in Danny 
Dawson's life is that sweet

Apache Dawn Lewis, Damien 9780751541915 £6.99 Sphere 16+

Day after day, four of the Army Air Corps' finest pilots flew right into the heart of the battle, testing their 
aircraft to the very limit. Apache Dawn takes the reader with them on a series of unrelenting and brutally 
intense combat missions

Art of Fiction: Illustrated from Classic and 
modern Texts Lodge, David 9780140174922 £8.99 Penguin 16+

The articles by David Lodge, which first appeared in the Independent on Sunday, are expanded here and 
consider the subject under a wide range of headings such as ‘The Intrusive Author’, ‘Suspense’ and ‘Magic 
Realism’. Styles and techniques are illustrated in each case by passages from classic or modern fiction. 
Drawing on writers as diverse as Henry James and Martin Amis, Jane Austen and Fay Weldon and Henry 
Fielding and James Joyce, Lodge also demonstrates the richness and variety of British and American fiction.

The King's Speech Logue, Mark & 
Conradi, Peter 9780857381101 £12.99 Quercus 16+

This is the previously untold story of the relationship between Logue and the haunted future King George VI, 
written with Logue's grandson and drawing exclusively from his grandfather Lionel's diaries and archive

Ma, He Sold Me for a Few Cigarettes Long, Martha 9781845962791 £9.99 Mainstream 16+

Then I heard the most beautiful music, an suddenly I was outa me body an flyin. An I wanted te cry inside 
meself. I wasn't dead any more, I was lifted away, far away. I can do anythin. I can be somebody, I can be 
beautiful, I can be gentle, I can be rich, I can smell good. The world is waitin fer me. I can be what I want. 
Then it ended. An I was back in the room. I opened me eyes slowly an took in everythin aroun me. One day 
I'll be able te stop this. Nobody will keep me down. I'll work hard, an I'll be at the top, cos I don't want anyone 
lookin do n on me '

Roxy's Baby MacPhail, 
Catherine 9780747570424 £5.99 Bloomsbury 16+

'Roxy was shaking with fear. She drew in a deep breath. She would not let her fear take over. She couldn't. 
She had too much to lose. She had to be strong, to be brave. For once in her life she had to think of 
someone other than herself.'

Falling for You Mansell, Jill 755304853 £6.99 Headline 16+

Maddy Harvey was a bit of an ugly duckling as a teenager, what with her N.H.S. specs, unfortunate hair and 
wonky teeth. Thankfully she's blossomed since then.
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Kite Rider, the McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192755285 £5.99 OUP 16+

Haoyou knows that his father's spirit lives among the clouds above Ancient China. He also knows that to 
save his mother from being forced into a new marriage he must now follow in his father's footsteps and take 
to the skies, riding a kite

Angela's Ashes McCourt, Frank 9780007205233 £6.99 Flamingo 16+

"Worse than the ordinary miserable childhood is the miserable Irish childhood," writes Frank McCourt. 
"Worse yet is the miserable Irish Catholic childhood." Welcome, then, to the pinnacle of the miserable Irish 
Catholic childhood.

Enduring Love McEwan, Ian 9780099481249 £7.99 Vintage 16+

Joe planned a postcard-perfect afternoon in the English countryside to celebrate his lover's return after six 
weeks in the States. The perfect day turns to nightmare, however, when they are involved in freak ballooning 
accident

At Yellow Lake McLoughlin, Jane 9781847803603 £6.99 Francis Lincoln 16+

Etta, Peter and Jonah all find themselves at a cabin by the shore of Yellow Lake, and flung together in the 
terrifying series of events that follows. 
Jonah has come to Yellow Lake to try to get in touch with his Ojibwe roots. Peter is there to bury a lock of his 
mother's hair - her final request. Etta is on the run from her mother's creepy boyfriend, Kyle, and his dodgy 
friends. 
B t as the three take shelter in the cabin finding s rprising solace in each other's compan the soon

Deep Black McNab, Andy 5521510193 £6.99 Corgi 16+

Nick Stone's future has never looked as bleak. The only person he's ever loved is dead. The only people 
who might give him a reason not to join her have turned their backs.

DropZone: Terminal Velocity McNab, Andy 9780552563277 £5.99 Corgi 16+

This time, the mission lands Ethan and the team in the most perilous adventure of their careers. The bodies 
of homeless teenagers are turning up dumped on the street, having been beaten to death. At first no one 
really seems to care, but then one survives long enough to talk of being forced to fight in a cage, and the 
authorities suspect organised crime. But they have no luck cracking the impenetrable wall of silence 
surrounding the organisation. Somebody suitable, trained in hand-to-hand combat needs to go undercover.

Immediate Action McNab, Andy 9780552142762 £5.99 Corgi 16+

Immediate Action is a no-holds-barred account of an extraordinary life, from the day Andy McNab was found 
in a carrier bag on the steps of Guy's Hospital to the day he went to fight in the Gulf War. As a young soldier 
he waged war against the IRA

Short Second Life of Bree Tanner, the : an 
Eclipse novella Meyer, Stephenie 9781907411175 £5.99 Atom 16+

I turned off my brain. It was time to hunt. I took a deep breath, drawing in the scent of the blood inside the 
humans below. They weren't the only humans around, but they were the closest. Who you were going to hunt 
was the kind of decision you had to make before you scented your prey. It was too late now to choose 
anything.

Twilight Series Book 1 - Twilight Meyer, Stephenie 9781905654376 £6.99 Atom 16+

Bella Swan's move to Forks, a small, perpetually rainy town in Washington, could have been the most boring 
move she ever made. But once she meets the mysterious and alluring Edward Cullen, Bella's life takes a 
thrilling and terrifying turn.
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Twilight Series Book 2 - New Moon Meyer, Stephenie 9781904233886 £6.99 Atom 16+

I looked up from the bright red blood pulsing out of my arm and into the fevered eyes of the six ravenous 
vampires. For Bella Swan, there is one thing more important than life itself: Edward Cullen. But being in love 
with a vampire is dangerous.

Twilight Series Book 3 - Eclipse Meyer, Stephenie 9781904233916 £6.99 Atom 16+

Bella once again finds herself surrounded by danger. In the midst of it all, she is forced to choose between 
her love for Edward and her friendship with Jacob - knowing that her decision could ignite the ageless 
struggle between vampire and werewolf.

Twilight Series Book 4 - Breaking Dawn Meyer, Stephenie 9781905654284 £12.99 Atom 16+

To be in love with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for 
Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for Edward Cullen and in another by her profound 
connection to werewolf Jacob Black.

Highwayman's Footsteps, The Morgan, Nicola 1406303119 £6.99 Walker 16+

Young William de Lacey is high born, the son of a gentleman. But he's on the run, having stolen money and 
a horse, and has taken up with a highwayman. It's enough to hang him three times over.

Beloved Morrison, Toni 9780099760115 £7.99 Vintage 16+

It is the mid-1800s. At Sweet Home in Kentucky, an era is ending as slavery comes under attack from the 
abolitionists. The worlds of Halle and Paul D. are to be destroyed in a cataclysm of torment and agony.

Last of the Warrior Kings, the Mussi, Sarah 9780340903223 £5.99 Hodder 16+

It’s a snowy evening, South London. From a bus, Max Wolf and his brother Angelo see a gang ominously 
tracking a well-known rapper, Mogul King, through the dark streets.

The Sky Is Everywhere Nelson, Jandy 9781406328035 £6.99 Walker 16+

Seventeen-year-old Lennie Walker spends her time tucked safely and happily in the shadow of her fiery 
older sister, Bailey. But when Bailey dies abruptly, Lennie is catapulted to centre stage of her own life – and, 
despite her nonexistent history with boys, suddenly finds herself struggling to balance two. Toby was Bailey's 
boyfriend; his grief mirrors Lennie's own. Joe is the new boy in town, with a nearly magical grin. One boy 
takes Lennie out of her sorrow, the other comforts her in it. But the two can't collide without Lennie's world 
e ploding

Story of the Amulet, the Nesbit, E 9781503112896 £7.99 CreateSpace 16+

When Cyril, Robert, Anthea and Jane rescue the magic sand-fairy from a pet shop they have no idea of the 
astonishing adventures to come!

Time Traveler's Wife, The Niffengger, Audrey 9780099464464 £7.99 Vintage 16+

This extraordinary, magical novel is the story of Clare and Henry who have known each other since Clare 
was six and Henry was thirty-six, and were married when Clare was twenty-two and Henry thirty. Impossible 
but true.
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The Immortals Book 1 - Evermore Noel, Alyson 9780330512855 £7.99 Macmillan 16+

Seventeen-year-old Ever is the sole survivor of a car crash that killed her entire family. Living with her aunt in 
Southern California, she's plagued by the ability to hear the thoughts of those around her, and haunted by the 
ghost of her little sister. She tries to tune everyone out, shunning her old lifestyle as the pretty, popular 
cheerleader, but somehow she can't hide from Damen, the new guy at school. Stunningly handsome, clever 
and not a little bit intimidating, there's something about him that doesn't quite add up.

Fen North, Freya 99278367 £6.99 Arrow 16+

Fenella McCabe works alone in the archive section of Trust Art, housed in one of the corridors of the Tate 
Gallery. She is hoping to trace a piece of art stolen in the 1930s and simultaneously trying to decide between 
two men.

Man and Boy Parsons, Tony 9780006512134 £6.99 Harper Collins 16+

Harry Silver has it all: a beautiful wife, a wonderful son, a great job in the media - but in one night he throws it 
all away. Then Harry must start to learn what life and love are really all about.

Man and Wife Parsons, Tony 9780006514824 £7.99 Harper Collins 16+

Harry Silver returns to face life in the "blended family. Man and Wife is a novel about love and marriage - 
about why we fall in love and why we marry; about why we stay and why we go.

Life : An Exploded Diagram Peet, Mal 9781844281008 £7.99 Walker 16+

Clem Ackroyd lives with his parents and grandmother in a claustrophobic home too small to accommodate 
their larger-than-life characters in the bleak Norlfolk countryside. Clem's life changes irrevocably when he 
meets Frankie, the daughter of a wealthy farmer, and experiences first love, in all its pain and glory. The 
story is told in flashback by Clem when he is living and working in New York City as a designer, and moves 
from the past of his parents and grandmother to his own teenage years. Not only the threat of explosions, but 
act al ones as ell feat re thro gho t in this latest no el from one of the finest riters orking toda

Child Called 'It', A Pelzer, Dave 752837508 £6.99 Orion 16+

David J. Pelzer's mother, Catherine Roerva, was, he writes in this ghastly, fascinating memoir, a devoted 
den mother to the Cub Scouts in her care but not to David, her son, whom she referred to as "an It".

Lost Boy, The Pelzer, Dave 9780752837611 £6.99 Orion 16+

The Lost Boy is the harrowing - but ultimately uplifting - true story of a boy's journey through the foster-care 
system in search of a family to love. Sequel to A Child Called 'It'

Man Named Dave, A Pelzer, Dave 9780752844084 £6.99 Orion 16+

This is the conclusion to Dave Pelzer's trilogy of memoirs. Abused and starved from childhood by his 
unstable mother, Dave confronts the past and learns to live for the future.

My Sister's Keeper Picoult, Jodi 9780340960509 £7.99 Hodder 16+

Sara Fitzgerald's daughter Kate is just two years old when she is diagnosed with a rare form of leukaemia. 
Reeling with the shock of it, Sara knows she will do anything-what ever it takes to save her child
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Nineteen Minutes Picoult, Jodi 9780340935798 £7.99 Hodder 16+

Sterling is a small, ordinary New Hampshire town where nothing ever happens - until a student enters the 
local high school with an arsenal of guns and starts shooting, changing the lives of everyone inside and out

Good Omens Pratchett, Terry 9780552137034 £7.99 Corgi 16+

According to the Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter - the world's only totally reliable guide to the 
future - the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. Just after tea…

You Only Live Once Price, Katie 9781846054860 £18.99 Cornerstone 16+

Break-ups, marriage and moving on. The last two and a half years of Katie Price’s life have been anything 
but quiet. And yet through it all while her private life continues to be played out on the front pages of the 
tabloids. Contains Strong Language

A Good Hanging Rankin, Ian 9781409102380 £7.99 Orion 16+

Edinburgh is a city steeped in history and tradition, a seat of learning, of elegant living, known as the 'Athens 
of the North'. But that isn't all. The city's flip-side is a city of grudges, blackmail, violence, greed and fear

Wide Sargasso Sea Rhys, Jean 9780141182858 £5.99 Penguin 16+

The Wide Sargasso Sea is the story of Antoinette Cosway/ Bertha Mason, the mad first wife of Mr 
Rochester from Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre.

Ice Is Singing, The Rogers, Jane 9780571152308 £6.99 Faber & Faber 16+

The story of a woman on the run from her husband, her children, herself. Driving through snowbound 
February country-side stopping at bed and breakfasts, she begins to write stories. Stories to keep her life at 
bay.

Asylum Roux, Madeleine 9780062220967 £14.76 Harper Collins 16+

For 16 yr old Dan Crawford, the New Hampshire College Prep program is the chance of a lifetime. Except 
that when Dan arrives, he finds that the usual summer housing has been closed, forcing students to stay in 
the crumbling Brookline Dorm-formerly a psychiatric hospital. As Dan, Abby and Jordan start exploring 
Brookline's twisty halls and hidden basement, they uncover disturbing secrets about what really went on here 
. . . secrets that link Dan and his friends to the asylum's dark past. 

Cheryl Cole: Her Story - The Unauthorized 
Biography Sanderson, Gerard 9781843173892 £7.99 Michael O'Mara 16+

 In this intimate biography Gerard Sanderson takes an insightful and sensitive look at Cheryl's life and her 
whirlwind rise to the top, and why it hasn't always been easy: including her ambitious early life; the notorious 
assault court case; her life as a WAG; the true dynamics of the band; and her turbulent marriage to footballer 
Ashley Cole.

Cambridge Advanced Sciences Physics 1 Sang, David 521787181 £13.95 Cambridge 
University Press 16+

Print Point Size N20 only.
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Weeping Women Hotel, The Sayle, Alexei 9780340831229 £7.99 Sceptre 16+

Harriet lives and works on a London estate which is a battleground. Unhappy and overweight, she hires a 
trainer who lures her into joining the martial arts class he runs. There she learns the regime of the completely 
phoney martial arts 'master'

Indelible Slaughter, Karin 9780099553083 £7.99 Arrow 16+

When medical examiner Sara Linton and police chief Jeffrey Tolliver take a trip away from the small town of 
Heartsdale, it should be a straightforward weekend at the beach. But they decide to take a detour via 
Jeffrey's hometown and things go violently wrong when Jeffrey's best friend Robert shoots dead an intruder 
who breaks into his home. Jeffrey and Sara are first on the scene and Jeffrey's keen to clear his friend's 
name, but for Sara things aren't so simple. And when Jeffrey appears to change the crime scene, Sara no 
longer kno s ho to tr st

Kisscut Slaughter, Karin 9780099421788 £7.99 Arrow 16+

Kisscut begins with a particularly explosive opening. In the car park of a skating rink in the small southern 
town of Heartsdale, chief of police Jeffrey Tolliver witnesses a teenage girl pointing a gun at a man. But the 
detective, shoots the girl.

Pearl, the Steinbeck, John 9780140292930 £6.99 Penguin 16+

When Kino, an Indian pearl-diver, finds 'the Pearl of the world' he believes that his life will be magically 
transformed. He will marry Juana in church and their little boy, Coyotito, will be able to attend school.

Raven Boys, the Stiefvater, Maggie 9781407134611 £7.99 Scholastic 16+

Blue has spent the majority of her sixteen years being told that if she kisses her true love, he will die. When 
Blue meets Gansey's spirit on the corpse road she knows there is only one reason why - either he is her true 
love or she has killed him. Determined to find out the truth, Blue becomes involved with the Raven Boys,

Silver Branch, the Sutcliff, Rosemary 9780192755056 £6.99 OUP 16+

Violence and unrest are sweeping through Roman Britain. Justin and Flavius find themselves caught up in 
the middle of it all when they discover a plot to overthrow the Emperor

Ruby Tanya Swindells, Robert 9780440863984 £5.99 Yearling 16+

Tale about two friends - one of whom, Asra, is an asylum seeker from an unnamed Eastern European 
country. The other, Ruby Tanya, is the daughter of a local man who is campaigning against the presence of 
asylum seekers in his community.

Life isn't all ha ha hee hee Syal, Meera 9780552999526 £6.99 Black Swan 16+

The story of Chila, and her two friends: Sunita, the former activist law student, now an overweight, 
depressed housewife, and the chic Tanja, who has rejected marriage in favour of a highpowered career in 
television.

Michael Jackson, Magic and the 
Madness,the

Taraborrelli, J 
Randy 9780330515658 £8.99 Pan 16+

This major biography includes the behind-the-scenes story to many of the landmarks in Jackson's life: his 
legal and commercial battles, his marriages to Lisa Marie Presley and Debbie Rowe, his passions and 
addictions, his children.
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Chronicles of Caledon - Book 1 - Sword of 
Souls Taylors, Douglas 9780595409471 £9.99 iUniverse 16+

The first book of the mystifying Chronicles of Caledon. Introducing the people and kingdoms of this distant 
world as well as setting the stage in a powerfully rich and dynamic saga. Sword of Souls, named after the 
very powerful translation of "Talquardez-Solstas" from the language of its mysterious maker that men will 
literally be driven to madness by the supreme and supernatural power

Guiding Me Home and Away Thomas, Dave 9780995765870 £20.00 Hornet Books 16+

Socks down, minus shin pads, Dave  was the winger Don Revie once referred to as 'the most exciting 
prospect in British soccer.' Dave's speed & crossing ability entertained fans of Burnley, QPR, Everton, 
Wolves,  Middlesbrough and Portsmouth. A fascinating career which included eight England caps, Dave lost 
a good deal of his confidence and independence when he lost his sight. This is the uplifting and emotional 
story of how he regained control of his life when paired with his guide dog, Hannah.

Wisdom Of The Fox Turtledove, Harry 9780671578381 £5.99 Baen 16+

Gerin the Fox would like nothing better than to lead a quiet life of study, but the murder of his father and 
brother will leave him the sole baron of Fox Keep, which he must lead into war against the barbarous 
Trokmoi and the Empire of Elabon.

Robert Ludlum's The Bourne Objective Van Lustbader, 
Eric 9781409117834 £7.99 Orion 16+

Readers were first introduced to Jason Bourne's nemesis Leonid Arkadin, a brilliant Russian assassin and 
fearless international mercenary, in THE BOURNE SANCTION. His girlfriend was killed during a fight for 
which an enraged Arkadin blames Bourne. In THE BOURNE DECEPTION, Arkadin hunted Bourne to take 
revenge and kill him. Bourne, in a fight for his life, learned that Arkadin's skills mirror Jason's because he 
received the same original CIA Treadstone training.

Journey to the Centre of the Earth Verne, Jules 9781853262876 £1.99 Wordsworth 16+

Professor Lidenbrock, a neurotically impatient scientist, discovers a cryptic manuscript written by a long-dead 
explorer; with the help of his nephew, he decodes the cryptogram to read an account of a journey to the 
center of the earth

Color Purple, The Walker, Alice 521403979 £6.50 Cambridge 
University Press 16+

Celie has been raped by the man she calls father: her two children are taken away from her: her beloved, 
younger sister, Nettie has run away. She is given in an ugly marriage to Albert, to look after his children.

Camp David Walliams, David 9780241957721 £8.99 Penguin 16+

Launched to fame with Little Britain, characters - Lou, Florence, Emily & others - became embedded in our 
popular culture. You couldn't enter a playground without hearing "eh, eh, eh" or "computer says no". 
Walliams is a mystery. Often described as a bundle of contradictions, disarming and enigmatic, playing up 
his campness one minute, hinting about his depression the next. To read Camp David is to be truly shocked, 
as well as tickled pink: David Walliams bares his soul and reveals a fascinating and complex mind. 

A Handful of Dust Waugh, Evelyn 9780141183961 £8.99 Penguin 16+

In his elegant, malicious prose, Evelyn Waugh satirizes British society as he saw it over three decades.

Angel Book 1 Weatherly,  L. A. 9781409521969 £7.99 Usborne 16+

Willow knows she's different from other girls. And not just because she loves tinkering around with cars. 
Willow has a gift. She can look into peoples futures, know their dreams, their hopes and their regrets, just by 
touching them
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Does My Bum Look Big In This? Weir, Arabella 340825537 £6.99 Flame 16+

Like all women, Jackie knows life would be perfect if only she had a small bum, sticky-up bosoms and didn't 
grow a moustache once a month.

Invisible Man. The Wells, H.G. 9780141389516 £6.99 Puffin 16+

With his face swaddled in bandages, his eyes hidden behind dark glasses and his hands covered even 
indoors, Griffin - the new guest at The Coach and Horses - is at first assumed to be a shy accident-victim. 
But the true reason for his disguise is far more chilling: he has developed a process that has made him 
invisible, and is locked in a struggle to discover the antidote. Forced from the village, and driven to murder, 
he seeks the aid of an old friend, Kemp. The horror of his fate has affected his mind, however - and when 
Kemp ref se to help he resol es to reak his re enge

Time Machine, The Wells, H.G. 9780141439976 £8.99 Puffin 16+

When a Victorian scientist propels himself into the year 802,701 AD, he is initially delighted to find that 
suffering has been replaced by beauty, contentment and peace. Entranced at first by the Eloi, an elfin 
species descended from man, he soon realises that this beautiful people are simply remnants of a once-
great culture - now weak and childishly afraid of the dark. But they have every reason to be afraid: in deep 
tunnels beneath their paradise lurks another race descended from humanity - the sinister Morlocks. And 

hen the scientist's time machine anishes it becomes clear he m st search these t nnels if he is e er to

War of the Worlds, the Wells, H.G. 9780141441030 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Tale of a hostile invasion of England by Martians. An unnamed central character, whose suburban home 
happens to be in the path of the invader, narrates the fast-paced, gripping tale

Trainspotting Welsh, Irvine 9780099465898 £7.99 Vintage 16+

"Trainspotting" is a loosely knotted string of jagged, dislocated tales that lay bare the hearts of darkness of 
the junkies, wide-boys and psychos who ride in the down escalator of opportunity in the nation's capital.

The Age of Innocence Wharton, Edith 9780140622058 £2.00 Penguin 16+

The return of the beautiful Countess Olenska into the conventional society of New York sends reverberations 
throughout the upper reaches of society.

So Super Starry Wilkins, Rose 9780330420877 £5.99 Macmillan 16+

Octavia Clairbrook-Cleeve wants just one thing: to be normal. But what chance of that at Darlinham House 
School - where t'ai chi, feng shui and media studies are the biggest subjects on the curriculum and where 
she's surrounded by 'the Darlings'

Naked Without a Hat Willis, Jeanne 9780571212804 £5.99 Faber & Faber 16+

Will and Zara meet at a fairground and fall in love, Zara is chaotic and outspoken, from a family of travellers, 
and a suspected shoplifter. But Will is convinced of their future together and is determined to overrule his 
mother's objections.

Blue Sky July Wyn, Nia 9781854114549 £6.99 Seren 2007 16+

Set between the summers of 1998 and 2005 in Cardiff, "Blue Sky July" follows the story of a mother whose 
child suffers a colossal brain injury and her battle against 'impossible odds' to heal him.
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Rule Of Four, the Caldwell, Ian & 
Thomason, Dustin 9780099451952 £6.99 Arrow 18+

Tom Sullivan, about to graduate from Princeton, is haunted by the violent death of his father, an academic 
who devoted his life to one of the rarest, most complex books in the world.

Working Wonders Colgan, Jenny 9780007105557 £6.99 Harper Collins 18+

An hilarious novel of office life and personal crisis. Arthur thinks he's just another ordinary guy of 31, getting 
up in the morning to face another ordinary day in an ordinary Midlands town.

Death Dance Fairstein, Linda 9780751535716 £6.99 Sphere 18+

Adult content -  Teaming up with longtime friends and colleagues, Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace, Alex 
Cooper investigates the disappearance of a world-famous dancer, who has vanished from the Metropolitan 
Opera House. Drawn behind the scenes of New York's theatrical community, the team is haunted by ghosts 
of the dramatic old theatres - and from their own pasts.

Let Me Call You Sweetheart Higgins-Clark, 
Mary 9780671853471 £5.99 Pocket 18+

Adult content

Bloq Jones, Alan 9780993237478 £8.99 Ailsa Publishing 18+

A father waits in Glasgow's Central Station for his daughter, returning home from London for Christmas. 
When the last train has pulled in, and she doesn't get off it, he makes a desperate overnight dash to find out 
why. His search for her takes over his life, costing him his job and, as he withdraws from home, family and 
friends, he finds himself alone, despairing of ever seeing her again.

Blue Wicked Jones, Alan 9780993237416 £7.99 Ailsa Publishing 18+

The tortured corpses of young alcoholics and drug addicts are turning up in Glasgow and only unlikely 
investigator Eddie Henderson seems to know why. When he tries to tell the police, his information is ridiculed 
and he's told to stop wasting their time. One officer, junior detective Catherine Douglas, believes him, and 
together they set out to discover why the dregs of Glasgow's underbelly are being found, dead and mutilated.

The Cabinet Maker Jones, Alan 9780993237447 £7.99 Ailsa Publishing 18+

When his only son is brutally murdered, and the thugs who killed him walk free, he devotes his life to bringing 
the killers to justice. It’s Glasgow detective John McDaid’s first murder case. He forms an unlikely friendship 
with the cabinetmaker, founded on their desire to see the killers punished, their love of  football, and by 
John’s introduction by the cabinetmaker to a lifelong passion for furniture. This is the story of their 
relationship, the cabinetmaker’s quest for justice, and the detective’s search for the truth

Blood Test Kellerman, 
Jonathan 9780755357260 £7.99 Headline 18+

Adult content - The second Alex Delaware mystery which was first published in 1986. In this story the child 
psychologist tries to track down a child with leukaemia whose parents have run away with him, and traces 
him to a bizarre Californian cult.

City of God Paulo, Lins 9780747576808 £10.99 Bloomsbury 18+

Cidade de Deus, the City of God welcome to one of Rio's most notorious slums. A place where the streets 
are awash with drugs, where violence can erupt at any moment, over drugs, money and love but also where 
the samba beat rocks til dawn, where the women are the most beautiful on earth, and where one young man 
wants to escape his background and become a photographer.
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